
Best Online Sports Betting Sites And Legal
Bookmakers

Looking for the best Online Betting Sites? We’ve ranked the
top 13 bookmakers for betting variety, bonuses and more.
Check them out.

NEWS RELEASE BY ONLINE CASINOS

 

Are you looking for a reliable and convenient platform where you can bet on a wide range of

sports events, casino games, and esports? If that is your desire, you should not hesitate to set up

an account at one of the top online bookmakers listed below. These gambling sites hold valid

licenses and offer competitive odds and several betting options.

Apart from reviewing the best online sportsbook that you can try, this article looks at some

notable features of these platforms. In addition, it explains how you can differentiate between a

reputable and a fake betting site.

Best Online Betting Sites

Best Overall for US - BetOnline     

Best for UK Players -  Hustles 

Best Live Games -  BetUS 

Instant Cashout -  Betswagger 

Huge Bonus -  MyBookie.AG 

Casino & Bookie - Winstler 

Trending Now -  My Stake 

Easy Cashout -  SportsBetting.AG 

Top Rated - Gamblii 

Ideal for Mobile -  GodOdds 

Best Live Games - PlayHub 

Live Bets - GoldenBet 

Instant Cashout - FreshBet 

   

How do we rate the best Online Sportsbooks?
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Here are some factors you can use to rank online betting sites:

Welcome bonuses

A betting site should have an attractive welcome offer. Most players look for a platform with juicy

welcome bonuses, free bets, and other perks. The most widely used welcome offer is a matched

deposit or enhanced odds. For example, a bet that many might see as a guaranteed certainty at

odds of 1.02 may be boosted to around 40.0 to entice the new user in. These types of offers are

usually for new customers only, and more often than not, they come with a maximum stake limit,

which is often quite low. This is to ensure that the bookmaker is protecting their market liability and

margins.

Live Streaming

Live streaming is an essential factor you must consider if you are interested in watching horse

racing events and top football leagues around the globe. Apart from watching live matches,

gamers can also bet on live dealer casinos on these platforms.

Betting Odds

The odds are essential parts of betting because it determines bettors' earnings. Therefore, you

should consider bookmakers that offer bigger odds. Whilst these are becoming harder to find now

because most sportsbooks will use a betting exchange as a guide, for the bigger punters amongst

us, it enables them to derive a fractionally better return.

Accumulator Bonuses

A number of online betting sites are now offering accumulator bonuses. This type of incentive is

designed to encourage punters to place bets in the form of multiples, with 4, 5, 6 or 7 selections.

The odds are often much larger, and they become larger still with the bonus added.

Withdrawal speed

Payout speed is another factor you must consider when ranking online betting sites. Players should

be able to cash out their winnings without any delay. Also, they must support fast and convenient

banking methods for smooth transactions.

Why play at Online Betting Sites?

You can sign up at any of our top online betting sites to take advantage of the generous welcome

offers, including free bets, no-deposit bonuses, bets refunded, etc. Apart from that, these platforms

give you access to promotional offers like jackpots, boosted odds, bets offered, etc. Furthermore,

these websites support fast and convenient payment options and adopt the best security system

to prevent cyber fraud or identity theft.

Best Online Bookmakers



We have selected the best betting sites offering players satisfactory products and services. Check

the reviews of these platforms below:

Sportsbetting.ag

Sportsbetting. ag is a top-ranking online betting site that accepts cryptocurrency. Besides, it offers

attractive bonuses and promotions to players. Some of the sportsbook offers include welcome

bonuses, free live bets, free mobile bets, free horse bets, etc.

Besides sports betting, the website hosts casino games, including slots, poker, live dealer games,

crap, roulette, blackjack, etc. Some poker variants you can play on the platform include Caribbean

Poker, Three Card Poker, Draw High Low, among others. Apart from digital coins, the sportsbook

supports Bank wire, Skrill, etc.

 Collect Bonus Now   

BetOnline

BetOnline casino offers a generous welcome bonus to bettors. It offers sports betting, poker, and

casino games. Also, the online bookmaker offers competitive odds on sports like Football,

Basketball, Soccer, Golf, Baseball, MMA, Horse Racing, etc.

Furthermore, the gambling site has a simple user interface, which means players can easily find

their way around the platform. The platform is compatible with Apple and Android devices,

including smartphones, iPods, tablets, and iPhones.

 Collect Bonus Now 

BetUS
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Some unique features of BetUS include live streaming, 24/7 customer support, bet builder, VIP

program, etc. It will interest you to learn that the website supports over 20 languages and has a

straightforward registration procedure.

In addition, it accepts several banking options, including PayPal, Visa, Bank Wise, Paysafecard, Bank

Wire, etc. The bookmaker holds licenses from Malta and Gibraltar. And uses SSL encryption

technology to keep punters’ data safe.

 Collect Bonus Now 

MyBookie.AG

10Bet is one of the top online bookmakers in Sweden, Ireland, the United Kingdom, and several

other countries. In addition to sports betting, the platform hosts over 1000 casino games. You can

contact the support team in several ways, including by telephone, email, and live chat.

The betting sites feature several unique sports, including Motor racing, Darts, Volleyball,

Greyhounds Racing, Bandy, etc. Some remarkable betting features on this platform include live

betting, enhanced odds, bet builder, early cash out, etc.

 Collect Bonus Now 

Hustles

Hustles is a Curacao-licensed platform that runs smoothly on Windows, Android, and iOS

Operating Systems. Also, it features a wide range of casino games and sports. The betting site

welcomes new customers with a 100 percent bonus. The gambling site accepts different digital

coins, including Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Dogecoin, and Bitcoin.

Apart from crypto payments, 22Bet supports MasterCard, Bank Transfer, EcoPayz, Paysafecard, etc.

Customer service is available 24/7, and you can reach the support team via email and live chat.

 Collect Bonus Now 

GodOdds

GodOdds is a reliable online bookmaker with several betting markets. The platform also partners

with over 100 high-ranking casino game developers. One of the advantages of this gambling site is

that it features multiple banking methods, allowing punters to choose their preferred options.

These payment methods include vouchers, e-wallets, credit cards, digital currency, etc. Besides its

impressive bonuses and VIP programs, the platform offers top-quality customer support.

 Collect Bonus Now 

Types of Online Betting Sites
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Online bookmakers can be grouped into categories based on payment methods, experience,

bonus offers, compatible devices, etc. This section explains the types of online betting sites you

need to know. Here we go:

New Online Bookmakers

Some of the uniqueness of newly developed sportsbooks are massive bonuses, robust security,

and top-quality customer support. Also, they offer several betting products, including esports,

casino games, etc. Since they are new, there may not be enough information to determine their

reliability and reputation.

Live Online Sportsbooks

These betting sites stream live matches and allow players to place live bets. Also, they feature live

casino games developed by top-rated live game providers like Vivo Gaming, Ezugi, Playtech,

Evolution Gaming, among others. One of the core benefits of this offering is that punters are able

to place bets on markets that would otherwise be inaccessible to them, and these also offer

greater value and a more authentic experience, more often than not. For example, a punter betting

on Brazil to beat Costa Rica may get odds of 1.15 before a ball is kicked, but if Brazil were to go 1-0

down, that same offering may be available at 1.7. A number of online betting site users have

developed in-play systems to generate value from otherwise poor value markets.

Mobile Online Betting Sites

Consider these online bookmakers if you prefer to bet via your Android and Apple devices. With

their HTML5 technology, they are compatible with a vast range of internet-enabled mobile

devices, including iPhones, iPods, tablets, and smartphones. Furthermore, this enables punters to

be able to bet on the move with friends enjoying social bets as a group.

Games at Online Bookmakers

Many online bookmakers feature impressive selections of casino games, including slots, poker,

baccarat, blackjack, bingo, etc. Check some of these games below:

Slots

Slots are the most popular casino games with attractive themes and catchy sounds. Exciting slot

titles you can play on these platforms include Big Bass Bonanza, Dead or Alive, Twin Spins,

Starburst, etc. Also, the game is straightforward as it does not involve learning any particular skill.

Bingo

Bingo is ideal for players looking for a simple yet entertaining casino game. Some of our top

websites feature fun bingo variants to meet players' expectations.

Poker



Poker is an exciting card game with multiple variants. Also, it is a skill-based game; therefore, you

must master poker skills and techniques to excel. Popular poker variants you can try at these sites

include Caribbean Poker, Three Card Poker, Deuces Wild, Bonus Poker, etc.

Advantages of Online Sportsbooks

Online bookmakers have several benefits, including impressive rewards, a simple layout, fast

payouts, competitive odds, etc. Also, these platform adopts state-of-the-art security systems and

holds licenses from recognized gambling authorities. Hence, they offer top-quality products and

services. Furthermore, they support numerous languages and currencies to accommodate players

from around the world. In addition, they provide high-quality customer support via convenient and

fast communication channels like email, live chat, and live chat.

Furthermore, these online betting sites play a fundamental role in market growth. With the

adoption of in-play technology and market offering, online bookies are ensuring that players are

getting real value for money when they’re placing bets, as they’re able to get a quick, fast, sharp

transaction whilst a football match, rugby match, or indeed a horse race are still yet to be

completed. The growth and adoption of this concept is one that started around 10 years ago, but

it has rapidly developed into one of the most fundamental aspects of online bookmakers’ activity.

In addition to this, a large number of the new online betting sites are offering ‘Request A Bet ’ or a

service with a similar namesake. These are becoming ever more popular with the casual punter, as

players are seeking to find additional value, and betting options with higher and more profitable

odds, albeit with a smaller chance of winning.

Disadvantages of Online Betting Sites

These platforms are not available in all countries due to regulatory issues. In other words, you

won’t have access to the website if you reside in one of its restricted countries. Also, you may be

asked to present your document for KYC verification, especially if you want to withdraw a large

amount.

Payment options at Online Bookmakers

Our recommended betting sites support a broad range of reliable and safe banking options that

enables bettors to cash out their winnings without delay. Some factors you need to consider

before selecting a payment option include bonus eligibility, transaction fees, limits, etc. Also, you

need to check if your selected banking method is available for both deposits and withdrawals or

only deposits. Below are the top payment options on these platforms:

MasterCard

Visa

Skrill



Paysafecard

Entropay

Trustly

EcoPayz

Litecoin

Bitcoin

Neteller

How to tell the difference between reputable
sportsbooks and fraud?

Before signing up at an online betting site, you need to check some essential factors to know if the

platform is genuine. The most important parameters to consider are regulation, bonuses and

promotional offers, customer support, payment speed, etc.

A reliable sportsbook will always offer high-quality products and payment services to bettors.

Apart from having a valid license, the gambling site must work with the best software and

payment providers. Top gambling regulators to consider when setting up an account at online

bookmakers are the United Kingdom Gambling Commission, Curacao eGaming, the Alderney

Gambling Control Commission, Kahnawake Gambling Commission, etc.

You can also identify a reliable site through its customer support quality. The agents will be

available 24/7 to respond swiftly to your inquiries and complaints.

Bonuses at Online Sportsbooks

One of the advantages of online betting sites is that they offer bountiful bonuses to new and

existing bettors. They also roll out periodic promotions. Always check the promotion page to see

all the details you need about these offers. Here are some of these rewards:

Welcome packages

Free bets

Sports bonuses

No deposit bonuses

Boosted odds

Bets refunded



Free spins

Crypto bonuses

Key Elements For Consideration With Online Betting
Sites

Becoming The Best Betting Site In a crowded Market - The betting market is one of

the most crowded industries online, especially given its lucrative nature. Punters are

always looking for a refreshing array of products with which to gamble.

Attractive Design Attracts New Punters - Design is a key element in the decision-

making of any sportsbook user. Players are naturally drawn to those sites which are

aesthetically pleasing. A number of new online bookmakers are now being enticed in

with simple-to-use, easy and effective designs. Easy navigation is fundamental in a

player being able to find the market that they want quickly and effectively, thus

enabling functionality such as ‘click-to-bet ’ to work as effectively as it does.

Wide Range Of Betting Markets - As is commonplace with most online betting sites

now, there are a whole host of markets available for punters to place their bets.

Gone are the days when players could only choose from the Win / Draw / Win

market on football, as other more granular markets have been added. In-play betting

is becoming ever more prevalent too.

Standing Out Amongst Competitors - Competition is rife within the market for the

reasons mentioned above. For any new or existing sportsbook product to really come

to the fore and be successful, it ’s imperative that the brand stands out amongst the

competition. Whether that is brand positioning, media kits, advertising, or just site

aesthetics - all bookmakers in the industry are looking for that cutting edge.

Online Bookies FAQ

A. What are Online Betting Sites?

They are top gambling sites that allow punters to wager on sporting events, including local and

international football leagues, horse racing events, etc. Also, they feature casino games and

esports betting.

B. Is RTP different at all Online Sportsbooks?

Return to Player (RTP) is not the same at all online bookmakers; you can boost your earnings by

playing at sites that feature high-RTP games.

C. What are the best Online Bookmakers?



The best online bookmaker offers excellent customer support and mouth-watering bonuses and

promotions. Some of our top online betting sites include BetOnline, Bet365, 10Bet, 22Bet, and

20Bet.

D. How to avoid bad streaks at Online Sportsbooks?

Excessive gambling can also trigger bad streaks. Players can guide against losing streaks at online

bookmakers through proper bankroll management. Apart from that, they should avoid making

betting decisions when they are not emotionally stable.

E. Are all Online Betting Sites safe?

Not all sportsbooks are safe; you can avoid unsafe gambling sites by paying attention to essential

parameters like license, online reputation, payment speed, bonuses and promotional offers,

security measures, etc.

F. Is it legal to join Online Bookmakers?

You can join an online betting site without going against the law if you are above the gambling

age threshold. In addition to that, online gambling must be legal in your country.

 

onlinecasinos.site is a platform created by casino players for everyone. We strive to offer

fellow players a platform that addresses every aspect of online gambling.

 

The information on this site is for entertainment purposes only. Gambling comes with its

fair share of risks and it's important to recognize that when using online gambling sites.

The betting sites listed hold a Curacao gambling license and players from around the

world can legally play. Wins are taxed.

While we review different gambling sites, you should check with local laws in your area

before gambling online.

Also, all gambling sites and our guides are rated 18+ only.

If you have a gambling addiction problem or anyone you know does, call the National

Gambling Helpline at 1-800-522-4700.

In addition, the following free gambling addiction resources can be of help:

http://www.gamblersanonymous.org/



http://www.ncpgambling.org/

http://www.gamblingtherapy.org/
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Dean Kune

 

onlinecasinosppc@gmail.com

 

Company Website

 

https://onlinecasinos.site/
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